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1460

FLOOR ACID

DESCRIPTION Hydrochloric acid-based cleaner and descaler for stubborn grime

SPECIFICATIONS Effectively removes inorganic grime like: limescale, saltpeter bloom, cement, plaster, rust...
Ideal for thorough washing of floors after laying, like Florentine terracotta, gres and clinker 
tiles 
Safe for limescale removal on surfaces

HOW TO USE AND DOSING Dilute product in water according to instructions. Spread over surface to be cleaned and 
leave to work for a few minutes. Scrub to remove stubborn build-up, then rinse thoroughly 
with water.  DOSING: 3-10 ml/L (0.3-1 caps per 5 litres) according to degree of soil.

SPECIFICATION Appearance: Transparent red liquid
pH: 0.5 +/- 0.5
Specific weight [g/ml]: 1.100 +/- 0.020

The data given above are typical manufacturing values and not a specification.

PRODUCT COMPATIBILITY Do not mix with products containing chlorine. Do not use on acid-sensitive surfaces like 
marble, agglomerate marble, travertine and other limestone surfaces. Do not use on steel. 
Check acid resistance of surfaces before use. Immediately remove splashes of solution from 
acid-sensitive surfaces and rinse thoroughly. If in doubt, test material compatibility on a small 
concealed part before use.

USE & STORAGE 
PRECAUTIONS

The product is formulated for professional use only. Store in original containers. Avoid 
extreme temperatures. Consult safety sheet for further information on use and disposal.

CERTIFICATIONS/
CONFORMITY

The surfactants contained in this product are biodegradable according to the criteria defined 
by Regulation (EC) 648/2004 and subsequent amendments.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION Consult safety sheet for further information on product ingredients.
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N CODE 1460 EAN 8032680391200
Pcs x Box 2 Volume L 5 Fl. Oz. 169,07
Box x Layer 18 Peso Kg 5,5 Oz. 194,01
Box x Pit 72
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